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Introduction

Follow the procedures below and report results to Bosch Technical 
Support.  This will assist in determining the cause and solution to 
the problem.

An FA error code indicates the heater thinks it is still sensing burner 
flame after the heater shuts down.  An FA code may indicate an issue 
with a flame sensor or a gas valve.

Ionization Flame Sensor

• The flame sensor senses flame by passing a small electric 
current (milliamps) through ions in the burner flame to 
complete a circuit.

• The control board translates the continuity or resistance 
created by this completed circuit as confirmation of flame 
presence.

Tools needed:

• Phillips head screwdriver

• Fine sandpaper or emery cloth

Procedure

1.   Press the reset button on the control panel of the heater to 
attempt to clear the error code.  If the error code does not 
reset or continues to reoccur, proceed with the following 
troubleshooting steps.

2.   Verify the heater is installed with single wall AL29-4C stainless 
steel exhaust pipe with the appropriate condensate traps.  See 
Bulletin TWH-G2-08 for condensate trap requirements.

3.   Remove the front cover of the water heater.  For instructions on 
removing the front cover, refer to the installation/owner’s manual 
of the water heater.

4.  Locate the flame sensor wire connector.  The flame sensor wire is 
a thin, yellow wire located above and to the left of the control 
board.  See Figure 1.

5.   Remove the flame sensor wire:
a.   Inspect the inside of the wire connection for any signs of 

corrosion.
b.   Inspect the flame sensor connection post for any signs of 

corrosion.
c.   If corrosion is found, clean connections with fine sandpaper 

or emery cloth.

6.   Reattach the flame sensor wire and verify the wire is firmly 
connected to the flame sensor.

7.   If the error code persists, remove the electrode group (see 
Bulletin TWH-G2-23) and inspect the flame sensor for signs of 
corrosion or other damage.  If necessary, clean or replace the 
electrode group per Bulletin TWH-G2-23

8.   Cycle the heater a few times and observe when the FA error 
code occurs.  
a.   If the FA error code occurs every other time the heater is 

shut down, this may indicate that one of two solenoids in the 
gas valve may not be closing properly, allowing burners to 
stay on briefly after water flow has stopped. 

b.   If the heater gives an FA error on every other shutdown, 
the gas valve may need to be replaced according to 
Bulletin TWH-G2-28.  Gas valve replacement should only be 
performed by a qualified gas technician with a combustion 
gas analyzer (CO2 analyzer).
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